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Abstract: Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is generally regarded as a promising energy
conversion device due to its low noise, high efficiency, low pollution, and quick startup. The design
of the catalyst layer structure is crucial in boosting cell performance. The traditional catalyst layer
has high oxygen transmission resistance, low utilization rate of Pt particles and high production cost.
In this study, we offer a sub-model for an order-structured cathode catalyst layer coupled to a three-
dimensional (3D) two-phase macroscopic PEMFC model. In the sub-model of the cathode catalyst
layer, it is assumed that carbon nanowires are vertically arranged into the catalyst layer structure,
platinum particles and ionomers adhere to the surface, and water films cover the cylindrical electrode.
The impacts of triple-phase contents in the catalyst layer on cell performance are investigated and
discussed in detail after the model has been validated using data from existing studies. The results
show that when the triple-phase contents ratio of the order-structured cathode catalyst layer is
the best, the overall cell power density of the cell can be maximized, that is, the Pt loading of
0.15 mg cm−2, carbon loading of 1.0 mg cm−2, and ionomer volume fraction of 0.2. The above study
may provide guidance for constructing the PEMFC catalyst layer with high catalyst utilization and
high performance.

Keywords: proton exchange membrane fuel cell; ordered catalyst layer; triple-phase content; cell
performance

1. Introduction

PEMFC is frequently regarded as a promising energy conversion technology due to
its high conversion rate, low noise, low pollution, and quick start. However, the high cost
of catalysts for fuel cells has significantly hampered the widespread commercialization of
PEMFCs. The operating conditions of PEMFC are complex, so the choice of catalyst is not
an easy task [1]. Pt is the most popular catalyst for PEMFCs, as we are all aware, but it is
expensive and even accounts for half of the PEMFC manufacturing cost [2]. Consequently,
it is a huge challenge to find the lowest Pt loading to satisfy commercialization requirements
without compromising performance.

The membrane electrode assembly is made up of the proton exchange membrane,
catalyst layer, and gas-diffusion layer, which significantly affects its performance [3]. The
majority of electrochemical reactions take place near the triple-phase boundary, where
electrolytes, reactants, and catalysts coexist. The transfer of species and charges in the
catalyst layer (CL) is significantly influenced by the triple-phase boundary’s structure.
It has been shown that the placement and arrangement of CL components can have a
substantial impact on the triple-phase interface’s structure [4]. Therefore, optimizing
catalyst composition and distribution is crucial for MEA performance.

Lee investigated the impacts of ionomer loading and arrangement experimentally, and
the results revealed that ionomer distribution significantly affects fuel-cell performance.
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Shahgaldi et al. [5] designed the CL structure with gradient Pt loading distribution, and
the results show that appropriate platinum load gradient changes are more conducive to
gas transport and maintain stable cell performance. It can be seen from the literature [5]
that the transport process of protons, reactants, water, and electrons in CL is required to
enhance catalyst utilization and reduce cost loss, which poses a major challenge to the
complexity of CL microstructure. Numerical simulations provide another approach. Andrei
et al. [6] established a single-pore model that described oxygen transport in pores and
polymer films. The analytical results of the single-pore model revealed that the restricting
current density has a linear relationship with the thickness of the cathode CL, i.e., the
smaller the cathode CL thickness, the lower the restricting current density. Wang et al. [7]
investigated the mass transfer process by distinguishing the solid and pore components,
reconstructing the CL’s microstructure, and using the method of numerical simulation.
Chen et al. [8] used a quartet structure generation set to recreate the porous structure
of CL and established a pore-scale model to predict the transfer properties of CL. The
microstructure and void volume fraction of CL have quite a meaningful impact on the
PEMFC’s performance stability [9]. Suzuki et al. [10] probed the composition of CL and
found that ionomer content is a significant factor influencing CL void volume. To achieve a
suitable porosity of CL, the triple-phase content of the catalyst must also be considered at
the same time. Khajeh et al. [11] examined the sensitivity of six structural characteristics
on the performance of fuel cells: Nafion volume fraction, Pt loading, carbon loading,
degree of gas-diffusion layer penetration into CL, and porosity of gas-diffusion layer. It
has been demonstrated that some basic parameters of CL structure, such as the thickness
of CL, carbon loading, and ionomer volume fraction, have a significant influence on cell
performance.

The Pt particles in the conventional catalyst layer are prone to agglomeration, resulting
in a substantial overlapping of the electrochemical surface area [12]. Studies have shown
that the utilization rate of the catalyst in the traditional catalyst layer is extremely low, even
reaching 20% [13,14]. New varieties of microporous materials, such as metal and carbon
nanowires, have garnered a lot of attention recently.

The concept of the order-structured cathode catalyst layer (OCCL) was, firstly, pro-
posed by Middelman in 2002 [15]. By applying an electric field to provide driving force,
the random morphology of the catalyst in the electrode can be transformed into a highly
ordered structure perpendicular to the membrane plane. This ordered structure can re-
duce Pt loading while increasing the maximum power density. The vertically aligned
carbon nanotube (VACNT) structure is an alternative to traditional carbon support, and
by adopting such carbon nanotubes as carbon supports, the continuous pore structures
and connected electron transport path can be formed in CL, which could help improve the
CL structures and fuel-cell performance [16–18]. It has been experimentally demonstrated
that the VACNT construction could enhance electrical conductivity, gas diffusion, and
catalyst utilization of PEMFC [19,20]. Murata et al. [21] proved that the catalyst layers
with VACNT structure could achieve great current densities at low Pt loadings owing to
their unobstructed pore structures. Shin et al. [22] studied the properties of mass transport
within the CL with ordered structures and found that the vertical arrangement of carbon
supports could improve gas transport, resulting in increased catalyst utilization. Therefore,
utilizing VACNTs to fabricate OCCL with oriented nanostructures is considered to be
an efficacious solution to surmount the limitations of catalyst agglomeration [23]. Tian
et al. [24] established an ordered catalyst layer with vertically arranged VACNTs support-
ing Pt particles. The results demonstrated that at a Pt concentration of 0.035 mg/cm2, the
fuel cell performed at its best. Meng et al. [25] developed a bifunctional catalyst layer
composed of VACNT and PtCo particles, which experimentally certificated that the bifunc-
tional layer had a well-arranged transport path, which significantly promoted the transfer
of reactant, electrons, protons, and water in CL. Deng et al. [26] fabricated a ZnO-based
nanostructured CL with an ordered arrangement of Pt particles, which exhibited excellent
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performance. Sui et al. [27,28] introduced a carbon mold layer method to grow Pt particles
on the electrode to solve the problem of lifeless surfaces for nucleation sites.

Existing macroscopic models can simulate the full fuel cell and forecast its perfor-
mance [29], but they are only capable of simulating conventional catalyst layers. At present,
the study on the effect of triple-phase content of CL is mostly using traditional CL. For
example, He et al. [12] established a traditional CL model, considering the influence of
geometric structure parameters of CCL on cell performance. However, compared with
the traditional CL, the ordered catalyst layer has lower oxygen transmission resistance
and more uniform oxygen distribution, which can achieve better cell performance. Most
of the ordered catalyst layer PEMFC models currently in use are one-dimensional and
little consideration is given to the effect of the accumulation of generated water on the
effectiveness of oxygen transport. For example, Du et al. [30] established a one-dimensional
model of OCCL, which showed a more uniform distribution of oxygen concentration and
overpotential. Sanjeev et al. [31] used computer modeling to study the influence of spacing
between the nanoelectrodes and catalyst layer thickness on cell performance. However, the
triple-phase content of the catalyst layer has a significant impact on cell performance and
production cost, so it is of great significance to explore the optimal triple-phase content of
OCCL.

To more precisely assess the impact of triple-phase contents in the catalyst layer on
cell power density and catalyst layer performance, we created an ordered sub-model
of the cathode catalyst layer and connected it to the three-dimensional (3D) two-phase
macroscopic model of PEMFC. The advantages of this model compared with other models
are listed in Table 1. The purpose of this study is to build a macro model of proton exchange
membrane fuel cells with coupled ordered catalyst layer submodel, study the influence
of triple-phase content of catalyst layer on cell performance, and find the optimal triple-
phase content under the combination of triple-phase content, so as to ensure the best cell
performance and maximize the utilization of catalyst. Considering the effect of liquid water,
the model provides a basis for further construction of more effective electrodes and useful
suggestions for CL production.

Table 1. Comparison of the model used in this study with other models.

Model Advantages of the Model Adopted in This
Study Compared with Other Model

Existing traditional model
Lower oxygen transmission resistance
Higher utilization rate of Pt particles

Lower production cost

Existing ordered catalyst layer model
Consider liquid water and ionomers

The ordered submodel of the catalyst layer is
coupled to the macroscopic model

2. Methods

In order to obtain the best triple-phase ratio of PEMFC, a macro-model of proton
exchange membrane fuel cell coupled with a ordered catalyst layer model was established
in this study, and the influence of liquid water accumulation was considered. The flowchart
of this study is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Computational Domain

According to Figure 2, the model primarily consists of the flow channels, bipolar
plates (BPs), gas diffusion layers (GDLs), OCCL, traditional anode catalyst layer (ACL),
and membrane. The carbon is made into wires and arranged vertically between the GDL
and the film. Pt particles are evenly attached around the carbon nanotubes and covered
with the ionomer. The liquid water encases the electrolyte. The electrolyte volume fraction
“vn” in OCCL dictates the thickness of the ionomer membrane, whereas the water content
“s” controls the thickness of the water film. The relationship between output current
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density and OCCL triple-phase content has been analyzed based on the existing model, and
the optimal triple-phase content has been investigated. Table 2 lists the physicochemical
characteristics and operational circumstances.

Figure 1. Flowchart of optimum triple-phase ratio of PEMFC.

Figure 2. Schematic of ordered proton exchange membrane fuel-cell model.

Table 2. Physicochemical properties and operation conditions of model.

Parameters Value Unit Reference

Channel width; height 1.0; 1.0 mm
Land width 1.0 mm

BP length; width; height 40; 2.0; 1.5 mm
Thicknesses of GDL; CL; MEM 0.4; 0.011; 0.108 mm
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameters Value Unit Reference

Density of MEM 1980 kg m−3 [32]
Equivalent weight of MEM 1.1 kg mol−1 [32]

Porosity of GDL; CL 0.6; 0.3 / [32]
Reference Concentration of anode; cathode 12; 1.2 mol m−3 [30]

Diffusivity in water film 3.032 × 10−9 m2s−1 [33]
Diffusivity in polymer 6 × 10−10 m2s−1 [30]

Diffusivity in pores 4 × 10−6 m2s−1 [30]
Henry law constant for oxygen e(−

666
T +14.1)

RT
/ [33]

Concentration Index of anode; cathode 0.5; 1.0 / [34]
Evaporation rate constant 100 s−1 [35]

Condensation rate constant 100 s−1 [35]
Inlet gas relative humidity 100% / [36]

Catalyst surface area per unit mass 112 m g−1 [30]
Operating temperature 353 K [36]

Proton conductivity 7 S m−1 [30]
Pt nanoparticle radius 2 nm Assumed

2.2. Numerical Model
2.2.1. Governing Equations

The present model is governed by conservation equations, including mass conserva-
tion, momentum conservation, species conservation, and charge conservation, where the
expansions of the source terms are displayed in Table 3.

Table 3. Source term definitions.

Parameters Expressions

Source term in the mass conservation equation Sm =

{
−MH2

2F ja ACL

−MO2
4F jc +

MH2O
2F jc OCCL

Source term in the momentum conservation equation Su = − ε2µ
kp

→
u

Source term in temperature conservation equation

ST =



σeff
e |∇ϕe|2 BP

σeff
e |∇ϕe|2 + Slhl GDL

ja
(

ηa − T∆Sa
2F

)
+ σeff

e |∇ϕe|2 + σeff
ion|∇ϕion|2 + Slhl ACL

jc
(
−ηc − T∆Sc

2F

)
+ σeff

e |∇ϕe|2 + σeff
ion|∇ϕion|2 + Slhl OCCL

σeff
ion|∇ϕion|2 MEM

Source term in component conservation equation
Si =


− ja

2F H2

− jc
4F O2

jc
2F H2O

Electron generation rate Se =

{
−ja ACL
jc OCCL

Proton generation rate Sion =

{
ja ACL
−jc OCCL

Water vapor condensation rate Sl =

{
ke(1− s) pwv−psat

RT MH2O (pwv > psat)

kcs pwv−psat
RT MH2O (pwv < psat)

• Mass conservation equation

The mass conservation equations are calculated in GDLs, ACL, OCCL, and flow
channels.

∂(ερ)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ερ
→
u
)
= Sm (1)

where Sm is the mass source term, which equals zero in GDLs and flow channels.

• Momentum conservation equation
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The momentum conservation equations are calculated in GDLs, ACL, OCCL, and flow
channels.

∂
(

ερ
→
u
)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ερ
→
u
→
u
)
= −ε∇p +∇ ·

(
εµ∇→u

)
+ Su (2)

where Su is the mass source term, which equals zero in GDLs and flow channels.

• Energy conservation equation

The energy conservation equation is solved in the full computational domain.

∂
(
ερcpT

)
∂t

+∇ ·
(

ερcp
→
u T
)
= ∇ ·

(
keff∇T

)
+ ST (3)

where ST is the temperature source term, which is mainly composed of ohmic resistance
heat, enthalpy change from water evaporation or condensation, and energy released by
electrochemical reaction.

• Component conservation equation

The component conservation equation is solved in GDLs, ACL, OCCL, and flow
channels.

∂(εci)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
ε
→
u ci

)
= ∇ ·

(
Deff

i ∇ci

)
+ Si (4)

where Si is the component source term, which is zero in flow channels and GDLs.
When accounting for porosity, the effective diffusion coefficient Deff

i in OCCL could
be computed by

Deff
i = Div (5)

v = 1− vs − vn − s (6)

vs = (
1

ρPt
+

1−mlPt

mlPt · ρc
)

mPt

L
(7)

where v stands for the OCCL’s porosity, vn represents ionomer volume fraction, vs repre-
sents carbon volume fraction, mlPt represents the mass percentage of Pt supported on the
carbon black, represents Pt loading.

• Charge conservation equation

The transport of electrons in PEMFC satisfies the electron conservation equation, and
the solution domains are the ACL, OCCL, GDLs, and BPs.

∇ ·
(

σeff
e ∇ϕe

)
+ Se= 0 (8)

where Se is the electron generation rate, which is zero in BPs and GDLs.
The transport of protons in proton-conductive materials is described by the proton

conservation equation, and the solution domains are ACL, OCCL, and membrane.

∇ ·
(

σeff
ion∇ϕion

)
+ Sion= 0 (9)

where Sion is the proton generation rate, which is zero in the membrane.

• Liquid water transport equation

The amount of liquid water content is usually quantitatively described by the wa-
ter saturation s, namely, the liquid water volume in the total space volume. The water
saturation conservation equation is used to describe the transport of liquid water in flow
channels.

∂(ερls)
∂t

+∇ ·
(

ρl
→
uls
)
= Sl (10)

where s is liquid water saturation, S1 is water vapor condensation rate.
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The transport of liquid water in GDLs, OCCL and ACL can be described as

∂(ερls)
∂t

+∇ ·
(

ρl
Ks3

µl

dpc

ds
∇s
)
= Sl (11)

2.2.2. Electrochemical Reaction Equation

The following condensed Butler–Volme equations are used to depict the electrochemi-
cal reaction in catalyst layers.

ja = (1− s)Aa ja

(
CH2

CH2,ref

)γa

exp(
αaF
RT

ηa) (12)

jc = (1− s)Ac jc

(
CO2

CO2,ref

)γc

exp(
αcF
RT

ηc) (13)

where Aa and Ac are the specific active surface area of anode and cathode; CH2 and CO2

represent the hydrogen and oxygen content in the OCCL triple-phase interface; ηa and ηc
represent the overpotential of the electrode, which could be calculated by

ηa = ϕe − ϕion (14)

ηc = ϕe − ϕion − E0 (15)

where E0 represents the open circuit voltage, which is related to temperature as

E0 = 0.0025T + 0.2329 (16)

The specific active surface area Ac of OCCL can be calculated by:

Ac =
mPt A0

L
(17)

where A0 represents the surface area of catalysts per mass, L is the thickness of the catalyst
layer.

Reference exchange current density is related to temperature based on Parthasarathy’s
experimental data:

log10(jc) = 3.507− 4001
T

(18)

2.2.3. Oxygen Transport in OCCL

The diffusion of oxygen in the pores can be described as:

∂CO2

∂t
= ∇(DP∇CO2) (19)

where CO2 is oxygen concentration in pores, DP is diffusivity in pores.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the oxygen in the pores is dissolved in water film, and

then transported to the triple-phase boundaries through water film and polymer film. The
oxygen content dissolved in the outermost layer of the water film CO2,w could be computed
by Henry’s law:

CO2,w =
CO2

kh,O2

(20)

where CO2 is oxygen content in pores, kh, O2 is Henry’s constant.
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Figure 3. Schematic of oxygen transport in ordered catalyst layer.

Oxygen concentration gradients of OCCL are caused by the resistance of oxygen as it
passes through the water and polymers. The oxygen concentration at ionomer boundaries
CO2,n can be calculated by Equation (21). The oxygen content at the triple-phase interface
CO2r could be determined by Equation (22).

DO2,w(
d2CO2,n

dr2 +
dCO2,n

dr
1
r
) = 0 (21)

DO2,n(
d2CO2r

dr2 +
dCO2r

dr
1
r
) = 0 (22)

2.2.4. Boundary Conditions

The stoichiometric number and the reference current density are utilized to determine
the magnitude of the inlet mass flow. The mass flow of electrodes is expressed as:

ma
in =

ρa
gζairef Acell

2FcH2,in
(23)

mc
in =

ρc
gζciref Acell

4FcO2,in
(24)

where ζa and ζc are stoichiometric numbers of anode and cathode; iref stands for reference
current density; CH2,in and CO2,in represent contents of hydrogen and oxygen at the inlet,
which could be computed by

CH2,in =

(
pa

g,in − RHa psat

)
RT

(25)

CO2,in =
0.21

(
pc

g,in − RHc psat

)
RT

(26)

where RHa and RHc are relative humidity of inlet gas.
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For proton potential, the external boundary conditions of the model are all set to zero.
For electron potential, the end face of the anode bipolar plate is placed to zero, the end face
of the cathode bipolar plate is placed to a positive value to indicate its operating voltage,
and all other external boundaries are set to zero. Table 4 shows the parameter definitions
and physical property correlations in the model and boundary conditions.

Table 4. Parameter definitions and physical property correlations.

Title 1 Title 2 Title 3

mixed density ρ = slρl + sgρg kg·m−3

hybrid viscosity µ = slµl + (1− sl)µg kg·m−1·s−1

component mass fraction wi = Mici/∑ Mici
effective thermal conductivity keff = (1− ε)ksl + ε

(
skfl + (1− s)kgas

)
W·m−1·K−1

effective gas-diffusion coefficient Di = ε1.5(1− s)2.5D0
i

(
p0
p

)(
T
T0

)1.5 m2·s−1

proton phase conductivity σeff
ion = (0.514λ− 0.326)e1268( 1

303−
1
T ) S·m−1

capillary pressure
pc =


σ cos θc

( K
ε )

0.5

(
1.417(1− s)− 2.12(1− s)2 + 1.263(1− s)3

)
, θc < 90

◦

σ cos θc

( K
ε )

0.5

(
1.417s− 2.12s2 + 1.263s3), θc > 90

◦
Pa

water content λ =

{
0.043 + 17.18w− 39.85w2 + 36w3, w < 1
14 + 1.4(w− 1), w > 1

water activity w = pwv
psat

+ 2s
water vapor pressure pwv = xH2O p Pa

water saturation vapor pressure log10 psat = −2.1794 + 0.02953(T − 273.17)− 9.1837×
10−5(T − 273.17)2 + 1.4454× 10−7(T − 273.17)3

Pa

penetration resistance coefficient nd = 2.5 λ
22

water content diffusion coefficient Dd =

{
3.1× 10−7λ

(
e0.28λ − 1

)
e−

2346
T , λ < 3

4.17× 10−8λ
(
161e−λ + 1

)
e−

2346
T , λ ≥ 3

m2·s−1

water back diffusion flux Jdiff
w = − ρm

Mm
MH2ODd∇λ kg·m−3·s−1

2.3. Model Validation

In this study, the grid independence test and experimental data verification of the
model are conducted to examine the accuracy of the numerical model of the ordered PEMFC.
This work establishes a three-dimensional model with an ordered catalyst layer structure.
In comparison to the model in literature, the impacts of water accumulation and electrolyte
film thickness on oxygen transfer are taken into consideration. In addition, the influence
of triple-phase content of OCCL on the performance of PEMFC and the investigation of
the optimal triple-phase content are the main objectives of this work. Figure 4 compares
the current density at 0.6 V for five different mesh numbers (31,412, 47,075, 59,476, 66,572,
91,460). It has been noted that the difference between the present density with a grid
number of 91,460 and 66,575 is only 0.7%. At this time, it is determined that the numerical
calculation results are independent of the grid, so this paper adopts a grid of 66,576 cells
for battery performance analysis. Figure 5 compares the cell polarization curves simulated
in this chapter with the data of Du et al. [30] at the same operating conditions. It has been
observed that the corresponding current densities are roughly consistent with the reference
data, and the maximum error is less than 5.5%. Therefore, the numerical model of ordered
PEMFC could be applied to investigate the optimal triple-phase content of OCCL.
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Figure 4. The grid independence testing result.

Figure 5. The model validation results.

3. Discussion
3.1. Effect of Carbon Loading in Cathode

The transfer of electrons, protons, and components in fuel cells was discovered to
be significantly impacted by carbon loading. Assuming a constant Pt loading and an
electrolyte film that just covers the Pt particles, Figure 6 shows the current densities
and power densities of the cell at various voltages with five carbon loadings. It has
been discovered that the cell performance gets better as the carbon loading goes from
0.5 mg cm−2 to 1.0 mg cm−2, but it gets dramatically worse when the carbon loading goes
higher. When the carbon loading is increased from 0.5 mg cm−2 to 1.0 mg cm−2, cell
performance increases for two key reasons: The electrolyte film is first assumed to merely
wrap the Pt particles in this study, meaning that as the carbon loading increases, so would
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the electrolyte loading. As a result, the ohmic loss lowers and the proton conductivity rises.
Additionally, as the carbon loading rises and the porosity declines, increasing the driving
force for drainage. Therefore, water does not accumulate excessively, which facilitates
the transport of oxygen. The fuel performance will decrease if the carbon loading is
raised further because it causes an extremely tiny porosity, which increases the gas-transfer
resistance and increases concentration loss.

Figure 6. Effect of carbon loading on cell performance.

The change in ohmic loss with four carbon loadings is seen in Figure 7. The decrease
in ohmic loss with increased carbon loading may account for the improvement in cell
performance between carbon loadings of 0.5 mg cm−2 and 1.0 mg cm−2. The impact of
carbon loading on the distribution of liquid water in OCCL is seen in Figure 8. With
the increase in carbon loading, the liquid water saturation decreases, which is because of
the fact that more water is discharged due to increased water-driving force. In addition,
generated water is also different under different carbon loadings.

From the research above, it can be inferred that when carbon loading increases, the
power density first rises due to lower ohmic loss and later falls due to higher concentration
loss. Consequently, under the combined effect of ohmic loss and concentration loss, there is
an optimal carbon loading in OCCL, which makes the cell performance the best. The carbon
loading of 1.0 mg cm−2 is compared to be the best for the aforementioned circumstances.

3.2. Effect of Pt Loading in Cathode

Increasing the total active reaction area of the cell is an effective measure to enhance the
performance of the cell, one of which is to increase Pt loading. Therefore, finding an optimal
Pt loading can thereby increase fuel-cell performance while decreasing manufacturing costs.
The polarization and power density curves at five different Pt loadings, ranging from
0.06 mg cm−2 to 0.30 mg cm−2, are shown in Figure 9. The electrolyte film thickness and
the carbon loading are assumed to be constants for the purposes of the simulation. It is
clear that the fuel cell’s power density rises when Pt loading rises from 0.06 mg cm−2 to
0.12 mg cm−2, but with a further increase, the power density starts to drastically decline.

The change in ohmic loss with five Pt loadings is seen in Figure 10. It can be shown
from Equation (17) that increased Pt loading causes the electrochemical surface area (ECSA)
to rise. On the other hand, increased Pt loading reduces concentration and activation
overpotentials. The above two points can explain why power density increases when the Pt
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loading increases from 0.06 mg cm−2 to 0.12 mg cm−2. However, the power density reduces
with a further increase in Pt loading, which could be explained by the following two points:
the continued increase in Pt loading will result in the accumulation of Pt particles and a
decrease in ECSA. On the other hand, the ongoing rise in Pt loading will result in a decrease
in electrolyte content, which will cause a decrease in proton conductivity and an increase
in ohmic loss based on the assumption of constant electrolyte film thickness.

Figure 7. Effect of carbon loading on Ohmic overpotential.

Figure 8. Effect of carbon loading on liquid water saturation.

3.3. Effect of Ionomer Loading in Cathode

It was discovered that the ionomer loading had a significant impact on the transport of
protons, membrane water, and oxygen. To increase proton conductivity, oxygen diffusivity,
and membrane water diffusivity, it is crucial to select the optimal ionomer loading. As
shown in Figure 11, with constant Pt loading and carbon loading, the impact of ionomer
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volume fraction is examined. As can be observed, the cell power density rises as the
ionomer volume fraction rises from 0.05 to 0.15, but it declines as the volume fraction
rises higher. When the thickness of the ionomer film is too thin to cover the Pt particles
(with a volume fraction of 0.05), the utilization of Pt particles is lowered, which greatly
affects the fuel-cell performance. Thickening ionomer film reasonably (the volume fraction
increases from 0.05 to 0.15) is beneficial to proton conduction, giving rise to a low ohmic
loss. At the same time, increased ionomers greatly reduce the resistance to proton and
water transport. However, with a further increase in ionomer film thickness (the volume
fraction increases from 0.15 to 0.20), oxygen transport resistance increases, and the porosity
of OCCL is considerably diminished, resulting in impeding the delivery of reactive gases
in OCCL.

Figure 9. Effect of Pt loading on cell performance.

Figure 10. Effect of Pt loading on Ohmic overpotential.
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Figure 11. Effect of ionomer volume fraction on cell performance.

The impact of ionomer volume fraction on ohmic losses is examined in Figure 12.
As demonstrated, the ohmic loss decreases with increasing ionomer volume fraction due
to increased proton transport paths. Figure 13 shows oxygen distributions in pores and
in the ionomer at different ionomer volume fractions. Oxygen concentration in pores is
decreased with the ionomer volume fraction, which indicates that the ionomer increases
the the transmission resistance of oxygen in the pores. It is because an increase in ionomer
volume fraction will reduce porosity, resulting in an increase in transmission resistance of
oxygen. Oxygen distributions in ionomers first enhance and then reduce with increasing
ionomer volume fractions, which is consistent with the effect of ionomer loading on cell
performance. From the above discussion, we can conclude that the fuel-cell power density
is preferred when the volume fraction of the ionomer is 0.15.

Figure 12. Effect of ionomer volume fraction on Ohmic overpotential.
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Figure 13. Oxygen distribution in pores and in ionomer.

3.4. Optimum Triple-Phase Content

The optimal contents of carbon, Pt, and ionomers have been discussed, respectively,
under the condition that the other two contents are the same. This study is a multi-objective
optimization. The optimization objective of this study is the output current density of
the fuel cell, which is determined by Pt loading, carbon loading, and ionomer volume
fraction. Pt loading varies from 0.1 mg cm−2 to 0.3 mg cm−2, carbon loading varies from
0.5 mg cm−2 to 4 mg cm−2, and ionomer fraction varies from 0.05 to 0.25. Our aim is to
find the ratio of the catalyst’s three phases to maximize the current density. Figure 14
displays the difference in polarization curves under different carbon loadings, Pt loadings
and ionomer loadings. Each column represents a combination of carbon loading, Pt
loading, and ionomer volume fraction. It is observed that under 100 combinations, the
best fuel-cell performance was observed with a Pt loading of 0.15 mg cm−2, a carbon
loading of 1.0 mg cm−2, and an ionomer volume fraction of 0.2. With this combination, the
current density of the fuel cell is 1.93 A cm−2 and the maximum power density can reach
1.158 W cm−2. This conductive-ordered electrode structure can significantly help reduce
manufacturing costs while improving cell performance.
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4. Conclusions

In this research, a three-dimensional PEMFC model with order-structured CL was
developed. Based on the developed model, the oxygen transport behaviors and structural
design parameters in OCCL are investigated. Additionally, the impact of liquid water
on the transport of reactive gases in OCCL has been taken into account. The following
inferences can be made in light of the given model and assumption:

(1) Under the assumption of constant carbon loading and ionomer membrane thick-
ness, the fuel-cell performance increases first and then reduces with increasing carbon
loading. Under the combined effect of ohmic loss and concentration loss, there is an op-
timal carbon loading in OCCL, which makes the cell performance the best, and for the
studied cases, the carbon loading of 1.0 mg cm−2 is compared to be the best.

(2) Pt loading has a similar influence on PEMFC performance. Fuel-cell performance
first improves and then degrades with Pt loading, assuming constant carbon loading and
ionomer film thickness. The increase in Pt loading is beneficial to reducing activation and
concentration overpotentials, but it will lead to an increase in ohmic loss. Considering
the trade-off results, the fuel-cell performance reaches its best when the Pt loading is
0.12 mg cm−2.

(3) The effects of ionomer loading are investigated while keeping the Pt loading and
carbon loading constant. The fuel-cell performance first enhances and then reduces with
ionomer loading, which is because that the too-thin ionomer is too thin to cover Pt particles,
while the too-thick ionomer film will increase oxygen transport resistance. For the cases
studied, the amount of 0.15 is preferred.

(4) Under 100 combinations, the overall effect of OCCL design parameters on PEMFC
performance was achieved. It could be concluded that the PEMFC performance is the
best when carbon loading, Pt loading and ionomer volume fraction are 1.0 mg cm−2,
0.15 mg cm−2 and 0.2, respectively. At this combination, the current density reaches
1.93 A cm−2, and the maximum power density of PEMFC is 1.158 W cm−2.

In this study, by establishing a macro-model of proton exchange membrane fuel
cells with coupled ordered catalyst layer model, and considering the influence of liquid
water accumulation, the optimal three-phase content of the catalyst layer is obtained,
which can provide guidance for improving the utilization rate of catalyst components and
constructing high-performance PEMFC catalyst layer. The research results can guarantee
the performance of proton exchange membrane fuel cells and reduce the production cost
of cells. This model is instructive to the design of PEMFC with OCCL, which provides
valuable suggestions for fabricating CL.
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Nomenclature

A area (cm2)
C component concentration (kmol·m−3)
D effective diffusion coefficient (m2·s−1)
F faraday constant, 96,485 C mol−1

I cell current density (A m−2)
j current density(A m−3)
k thermal conductivity (W·m−1·K−1), or condensation and evaporation rate (s−1)
K permeability (m2)
M molecular weight (kg kmol−1)
p pressure (Pa·s−1)
P power (W)
R universal gas constant (J·kmol−1k−1)
s water saturation
t time (s)
T temperature (K)
U cell voltage (V)
w quality score
Greeks
α transfer coefficient
γ concentration indices
δ thickness (mm)
ζ stoichiometric number
η overpotential (V)
λ water content
µ viscosity (Pa·s)
ρ density (kg m−3)
σ conductivity (S·m−1), interfacial tension (N m−1)
ϕ potential (V)
Superscripts and subscripts
a anode
c cathode
d dissolved
e electronic
g gas
i component
u momentum
w water vapor
eff effective value
fl liquid phase
in inlet value
ion proton
ref reference value
sat saturated
sl solid phase
wv vapor
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